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           Although principally a warship, the karakoa was also used as a cargo and trade vessel.  An account of the 
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22.  The early Filipino warriors who sailed in karakoas were like the Vikings - they pillaged coastal areas.  At the 
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We know that Visayan caracoas were on the Fukien coast in the twelfth century. Governor Wang Ta-yu of 
Ch’uan-chow was eyewitness to a raid by three chiefs with several hundred followers sometime between 1174 

and 1189; he said “the Visayan complexion is a dark lacquer, so their tattoos can 
hardly be seen.”           
    The swift, sleek and long Visayan karakoas, with hundreds of dark skinned warriors 
standing on their platforms with gleaming eyes, struck terror to villagers along China’s 
southern coast. 
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or sea gypsies  - living in their balangays or vintas all year round, buying and selling merchandise from island to 
island.  

24. Early in the 15th century, from 1405 to 1433, during the Ming Dynasty under the Yongle Emperor and 
the Xuande Emperor, China sent the eunuch Admiral Zheng He on seven voyages to Malacca, Thailand, Sri 
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and Geography, Nanyang University of Singapore, in his Notes Relating to Admiral Cheng He’s Expeditions 
(Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005), cites the Ming Dynasty accounts of 
Ming Shih Luh that Zheng He “led a troop of some 27,800 men and 62 big vessels, each measuring 440 feet in 
length and 180 feet in width.” However, Prof. Hsu puts the whole length of Zheng He’s ships at 166 feet or 50.6 
meters. Prof. Hsu explains that Zheng He’s ships could not have had a length of 440 feet and a width of 180 
feet, as cited in the Ming Shi Luh accounts, because “if a ship had such dimension, it was no other than Noah’s 
Ark and was impossible for navigation purpose” as the “proportion of a modern vessel is 9 to 1.”   
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Dynasty.  Tan Ta Sen, President of the Admiral Zheng He Society of Singapore, in his paper Did Zheng He Set 
Out to Colonize Southeast Asia (Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005), 
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